
Using the ANU Service Performance Framework
CASE STUDY – RESEARCH SERVICES



KEY SERVICE RELATED ACTIVITY

To deliver three options for a new research services structure to a URC-based workshop on October 14 2020.

Agree on which services we need to deliver, the priority we place on them, and what we want from them.

GOAL

HOW THE ANU SERVICE PERFORMANCE FRAMEWORK WAS UTILISED

Using a bottom-up approach (‘climbing 

the mountain’) research activities will 

be assessed against the Service 

Principles.

To date, the Framework has been 

used to ‘Identify the Need’ and assess 

‘Is there a Problem?’ in relation to 

Service Design. SERVICE DESIGN

SERVICE CAPABLITY

SERVICE 

EXPERIENCE



PRINCIPLE RESEARCH NEED

VALUE FOR MONEY: Delivering excellence within available budget. Evidence based 
return-on-investment. 

Clarity of focus on developing our researchers to grow and diversify their external 
income sources, to facilitate engagement and to deliver & demonstrate impact.

CUSTOMER CENTRIC: Co-designed to meet the researcher needs and enable constant 
feedback and improvement

Co-designed to meet the researcher needs and enable constant feedback and 
improvement.

SIMPLE: Fast, easy and enjoyable. No duplication. No repeats.

OUTSTANDING: Excellence fuelled by agility from innovation, continuous learning, data 
integrity and expertise.

CONNECTED: Integrating our people, processes, systems and data and services. Always 
collaborative. 

Has excellent research information systems. Provides good university-wide career path 
for research professional staff.

NO WRONG DOOR: Enabling the right destination. Access from any point, arrives where 
needs are met.

Enabling the right destination. Access from any point, from any College or School, arrives 
where needs are met.

RIGHT LOCATION: Located based on need, specialisation, type, quality and end-user 
benefit.

Specific expert support is available to the researcher as required, wherever the 
researcher sits.

DATA DRIVEN: Designed from need, based on evidence and accountable. Specific needs are aligned to the College Strategic Research Plan, or equivalent.

IDENTIFY THE NEED



PRINCIPLE ASSESSMENT OF CURRENT SERVICE

VALUE FOR MONEY: Delivering excellence within available budget. Evidence based 
return-on-investment. 

 Current system is not delivering a diverse range of external income compared to 
other Go8 universities.

 Business Development and Research Development are sketchy or absent.

CUSTOMER CENTRIC: Co-designed to meet the researcher needs and enable constant 
feedback and improvement

 System is perceived as bureaucratic and unresponsive with duplication and 
excessive multiple handling.

 Some essential functions are not available or are very ad hoc in nature.

SIMPLE: Fast, easy and enjoyable. No duplication. No repeats.  Excessive duplication is seen as an issue.

 Common functions are supported in multiple places

OUTSTANDING: Excellence fuelled by agility from innovation, continuous learning, data 
integrity and expertise.

 Data is generally out-of-date and not well tracked across the institution. 

CONNECTED: Integrating our people, processes, systems and data and services. Always 
collaborative. 

 Our research information system is barely functional and no longer fit-for-
purpose

NO WRONG DOOR: Enabling the right destination. Access from any point, arrives where 
needs are met.

 Research support system is seen as siloed and expertise is not delivered across 
College boundaries sufficiently well.

RIGHT LOCATION: Located based on need, specialisation, type, quality and end-user 
benefit.

 College research offices provide excellent specialised service, but breadth of 
support is limited. 

 Functions are not well-aligned with University, College or School research 
strategies

DATA DRIVEN: Designed from need, based on evidence and accountable.  Improved use of data for strategic planning is emerging but remains under-
resourced and data is incomplete, unreliable and/or inaccessible.

IS THERE A PROBLEM?



PLAN THE WAY FORWARD

Next steps include identifying ways to address the problems identified and implement those plans, bringing 

Research service design in closer alignment with the Service Design principles. 

Research Services have also identified it is important to them that the service design is Supportive of Staff. 

In this case, the structure of their services will enable clear career progression opportunities within ANU. 

This process can then be repeated to analyse Research service activity against the Service Capability and 

Service Experience principles.

WHERE TO AFTER THAT?


